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DISCLAIMER

I attend this conference representing
EFPIA. The views expressed here are
the current views of EFPIA, but shall in
no way be binding for EFPIA."
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Globalisation : Industry Perspective
• Proposed agenda
–
–
–
–

Opportunities provided by the New Quality Paradigm
Challenges of globalisation
The problem of counterfeiting of medicines
EDQM with European Pharmacopoeia : a key role in the
changes
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Industry Perspective: The Ideal

EFPIA Values
–
–
–
–

Access
Innovation
Mobilization
Security

• New Quality Paradigm
– Science and risk based approaches
• Facilitate innovation and continuous improvement
• Along the product life cycle
• Enhance Quality by Design
– Facilitate rapid access to high quality medicine
• Improve process robustness
• Enabling product life-cycle strategy
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The Challenges of the Globalisation
• Globalisation
– New actors
• Regulators
• Suppliers
– Security of the supply chain
• Counterfeiting
• Substandard
– Value and reality of reaching Global standards
• Harmonisation process (ICH), Mutual Acceptance
– More specifically : Multi-variate versus Univariate
• QbD is moving industry towards a multi-variate world
• Current focus pharmacopoeial monographs is on univariate testing model
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The Challenges of the Globalisation
• Globalisation

Role of
Growing production sources

– China
– India
– Korea

– Brazil
– Mexico

– Russia
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The Challenges of the Globalisation
In the global pharmaceutical world

• Risk Management Approach
– Inspections

• Harmonisation in
– Regulatory review & submission
– Inspections

• Enabling product life- cycle strategy
• Opportunity to use a more science and risk-based
approach

Is it dream or reality ?
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The Challenges of the Globalisation

The problem of
counterfeiting and
substandard medicines
– EDQM is in a position to:
• Significantly contribute to the establishment of
compliance with global quality standards
• Play a role in the fight against falsified and
counterfeited products that are increasingly
circulating on the global market
8
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Where EDQM could impact
the changes :
• Challenges Around Globalisation
– Global, Harmonised Pharmacopoeias
• A Single Standard
• Our excipients are sourced globally
• Our patients are global
• Patients do not benefit from multiple standards across the world

– Global approach to reference standards
– Global Inspections
– Global approach to Supply Chain Integrity and
Security
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Where EDQM could impact
the changes :
• Adoption of the new Quality Paradigm by
pharmacopeias
– Quality Risk Management
– Science and risk based approaches and decision making
– Facilitate and enhancing innovative technologies which
support process understanding and control
– Enabling product life cycle strategy

Protection of Public Health
10
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Pharmacopoeial Harmonisation
•

Welcome EDQM’s commitment to promote global quality
and safety by involving all stakeholders and fostering
cooperation on initiatives of critical importance
– Continued leadership and stewardship of EDQM in
PDG Harmonisation Process

• Driving for full harmonisation of General Chapters
and Excipients (minimally)
– Strengthening of dialogue and collaboration with
interested parties on issues of critical importance for the
protection of public health
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Pharmacopoeial Harmonisation
• Welcome EDQM's dialogue and collaboration
with key regions around the world to facilitate
capacity building and cooperation
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Globalisation, Foreign Inspection
& Risk Management
• EFPIA Survey on foreign inspection
– Industry experienced an increase in the level of inspections,
especially when several regulatory authorities inspect one
manufacturing site
– Suggest focus is on appropriate coverage of the global supply chain
to decrease the risk that higher risk sites may not be adequately
inspected
– Opportunities by using risk based approach to inspection
scheduling and further cooperation between global agencies exist

• Using QRM approach EDQM & OMCLs have a key role
to play in the area of foreign inspections
– More sharing of information
– Greater collaborations to prevent redundancy and inspection fatigue
– Greater coverage of vulnerable areas
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Wish List
• CEPs, OMCLs, General Notices Monographs and
Chapters
– Explore opportunities to support the new Quality
paradigm
– Ensure General Chapters and monographs do not
inhibit adoption of innovative approaches to
pharmaceutical development & manufacturing

• Scientific dialogue
– Enhance opportunities for EDQM through provision of
technical advice to support the QbD approach some
companies are taking in applications
14
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Conclusions
• EDQM leadership to promote the adoption and
implementation of appropriate global quality
standards for medicinal products for patients across the
world
• Encourage EDQM continued leadership on pharmacopoeial
harmonisation
• Look for new areas to continue supporting Quality by Design
approach from new quality paradigm
• EFPIA welcomes the opportunity to continue contributing to
the work of EDQM to brainstorm new solutions and to
convert vision into reality
15
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Snapshot:
EGA & Generic Medicines
Official representative
body of the European
generic and biosimilar
pharmaceutical industry
Generic medicines
account for nearly 50%
of packs dispensed in
the EU and 18% of
pharmaceutical
expenditure
4
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SCOPE: Quality of Medicines in
Legal Supply Chain
Legal Supply Chain

Illegal Sources & Chains
(incl. internet)
“50% of medicines purchased over the internet
from sites that conceal their physical address
are counterfeit”
(source: WHO)
5
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Ensuring Patient Safety by
Ensuring High Quality Medicines
High quality ingredients
High quality manufacturing processes
High quality controls and testing
Continuous monitoring,
risk-assessment and
risk-management
Quality is never an accident
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Maintenance of Continuous
Supply Chain Integrity
Complex Pharmaceutical Supply Chain
Trader*

Intermediate
raw materials

Wholesaler

Trader*

Trader*
API
Excipient

Pharmacist

Finished
Product

Packaging

3rd Party
Auditors

77
Trader*: also includes brokers, agents, business-to-business platforms

Today:
Greater & Better Supervision
by Industry
Regular supervision by audits
 Risk-based sampling process

Business with Certified Partners ONLY
 Beyond technical agreements
– Relationship with API manufacturers is an
essential part of maintaining integrity
– Uninterrupted and timely exchange of
information
– Continuous Quality Assurance
8
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Today:
Increased GMP Inspections
by Authorities
Efficient Quality Assurance
Assessment (snapshot)
 Particularly when unannounced
 Risk-based approach to prioritisation
 Means of enforcement: RA sanctions

Harmonisation of communication: Rapid
Alert / Serious GMP non-compliance /
CEP suspension / CEP withdrawals
9
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Tomorrow:
European Commission New
Directive on Falsified Medicines
(GMP)
Reinforcing mandatory audits by
qualified auditors for GMP compliance
Expanding the use of the EU wide
database on GMP (API and FP
manufacturers)
Promoting EU and international
collaboration
10
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Tomorrow:
EC New Directive on
Falsified Medicines (GDP)

Establishing an EU wide database of
wholesalers (GDP)
Issuing GDP certificates after each
inspection
Strengthening & harmonising
provisions on inspections (e.g.
wholesalers, brokers and traders
of APIs)
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Medium Term:
Enhanced Scrutiny Through
International Cooperation
Streamline inspections at a global level
for GREATER & BETTER supervision
Build on existing international
cooperation schemes
 e.g. Include APIs and
non-local inspections in existing MRAs
 e.g. Leverage on PIC/S experience
to assess ‘equivalence of standards
12
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International Cooperation
ctd.
Support increased development of
bi-lateral agreements to facilitate
exchange of information, training,
common understanding and
confidence building
 e.g. Key API exporting countries
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Long Term:
Dreams at EU Level

Creation of a truly centralised and well resourced EU
inspectorate for optimal coordination
 Within the EU and internationally
 Using EudraGMP as
– Central repository
GMP certificates, Manufacturing Authorisations, GMP
non-compliance, incl. in 3rd countries
– Planning and alert tool
– Accessible by Member States, Mutual Recognition Partners,
EDQM and other worldwide regulatory agencies and UN
institutions
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Long Term:
Dreams at Global Level
Work towards
 Truly global harmonised standards for
pharmaceutical products and APIs, including
Pharmacopoeias
 A long term global inspection framework
 A Harmonised International Regulatory
System
– Mutual recognition of approvals and inspections
15

Thanks to EDQM for setting
the scene and paving the road
in that direction
Thank you for your attention
Acknowledgment: Julie Maréchal/EGA
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